Abstract-This note explores the use of packet classes to enhance congestion pricing based on marks in the framework of Kelly and his coworkers. Two packet classes are used in order to exploit differences in the multidimensional quality-of-service (QoS) requirements within the population of users. Simple scenarios for a link with a finite buffer with and without burstiness are investigated. It is concluded that the use of packet classes provides a margin for error in provisioning and operating a packet network with congestion pricing.
Next, consider the system of differential equations d dt y r (t) = r w r (t) 0 y r (t) j2r j (t) (11) for r 2 R, where j(t) = pj r:j2r yr(t) (12) and p j ( 1 ) is a positive continuous increasing function, for j 2 J. We interpret the relations (11)- (12) as follows. Suppose that resource j marks a proportion p j (z) of packets with a feedback signal when the total flow through resource j is z; and that user r views each feedback signal as a congestion indicator requiring some reduction in the flow x r . Then, (11) corresponds to a response by user r that comprises two components: a steady increase at rate proportional to w r (t), and a steady decrease at rate proportional to the stream of feedback signals received.
It is shown in [13] that if w r (t) = w r for r 2 R then the system of differential equations (11)- (12) has a stable point, to which all trajectories converge. The variable j (t) can be viewed as the shadow price per unit of flow through resource j at time t, and at the stable point y r = wr j2r j :
The rates y determined by (13) have an interpretation as a set of rates that are proportionally fair per unit charge, as discussed in [12] and [13] .
Next, suppose that user s is able to monitor the rates yr(t); r 2 s, continuously, and to vary smoothly the parameters wr(t); r 2 s, so as to satisfy wr(t) = yr(t)U r s (xs(t)): (14) This would correspond to a user who observes a charge per unit flow of r = w r (t)=y r (t) on routes r 2 s, and chooses w r = w r (t); r 2 s, to solve the optimization problem USER s (U s ; ). Then, with Cj(y) = y 0 pj(z)dz (15) the objective function of the problem SYSTEM(U; C) is a Lyapunov function for the system of differential equations (11)- (12), (14) , and the vector y maximizing the objective function is a stable point of the system, to which all trajectories converge.
currently exists is provided to all packets regardless of their diverse quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. Kelly and his coworkers [4] , [6] developed a framework for congestion pricing in which routers mark packets to indicate congestion. The packet transmission times of an individual user can be tailored to the time-varying, congestion dependent marking probabilities, and to the time-varying requirements of the user's applications. Therefore the framework offers users a rich menu of QoS options [4] , [9] , [10] , [12] .
Most of the work in this area focuses on one QoS measure: throughput. An exception is that for file transfers, the transfer time can be expressed in terms of throughput, encompassing delay as a QoS measure [4] , [9] , [12] . The work has also focused on using only a single class of packets. Yet, there are attractive reasons (see Clark [3] ) to introduce a small number of service classes, in case some applications are sensitive to delay on a finer time scale than file transfer, such as interactive video applications. Bajaj et al. [2] found that the value of multiple service classes increases with the rigidity of delay sensitive applications and with the burstiness of background traffic, and the value depends on the mix of application types. We investigate the use of two packet classes within the congestion pricing framework.
Research on using a small number of service classes and no per flow information at the routers, called the differentiated services approach, is a topic of intense research. A competing approach to differentiated services, exemplified by ATM, RSVP, and Frame Relay standards, is to use reservations and enforcement based on per-flow state information within network routers. It is important to notice that as the number of packet classes allowed increases, the closer a differentiated services network comes to a per-flow controlled system. In summary, under pricing based congestion control the users communicate to the network routers by the rate at which they send packets. The routers communicate to the users by the delay, loss, and marks they impose on packets. If packets include class labels, the users can also use packet labels to communicate to the routers. The challenge is to use this two-way communication between users and network routers to allocate the network resources efficiently and provide multidimensional QoS.
II. MODEL OF AN ELASTIC USER
This section presents the user model considered throughout this note. It is based on the "elastic" user model described by Gibbens and Kelly [4] .
Consider a discrete-time system with time slot duration equal to one unit. Assume that all packets are of equal size, and that each packet takes one slot to be transmitted. Suppose that the charge imposed by the network consists of marks placed on packets and that there is just one packet class. Suppose the ith elastic user is willing to pay for w i marks per unit time. It uses a state variable xi(n) to determine the number of packets it transmits in slot n. Specifically, the user transmits X i (n) packets, where X i (n) is an integer near x i (n) calculated as follows:
Xi(n) = bxi(n) + zi(n)c + (1) z i (n + 1) = x i (n) + z i (n) 0 X i (n) (2) xi(n + 1) = xi(n) + (wi 0 fi(n)) (3) where f i (n) is the number of marks received by user i in slot n, and is a constant, called the gain parameter.
The rounding method (1) makes the short term average of the integer variable X i close to that of the real variable x i . An interpretation of (3) 
The right-hand side of (4) is the amount the user is willing to spend over the first N slots minus the amount actually spent over the first N slots.
If both sides are divided by N and N ! 1, then the left-hand side of (4) goes to zero (if x i (N ) is bounded), implying that the average number of marks received by user i is equal to the desired number of marks. So in the long run, user i pays for marks at its target rate w i . Equations (3) and (4) indicate that a larger value of produces faster convergence but also higher variance around the stable point. Throughout this note propagation delay is neglected. It is assumed that a mark on a packet is received by the user in the slot just after the mark is generated. Kelly, Maulloo, and Tan [6] and Gibbens and Kelly [4] explain how a user might adjust its expenditure rate w, based on a user utility function. However, this note assumes that w i is a given constant for each user i, in order to focus on the quality of service received for fixed expenditure rates.
To aid the reader with the labeling, we briefly list here all the scenarios examined. Scenarios Q and DQ (for "queueing" and "differentiated queueing") are considered in Section III. Scenarios QU, DQU1, and DQU2 are considered in Section IV, and involve an unresponsive user. In the case of multiple packet classes, the unresponsive user can declare packets to be class 1 (Scenario DQU1) or class 2 (Scenario DQU2).
III. BUFFERED LINK
This section begins with a description of a link with a queue, for which delay, throughput and loss are considered important QoS measures. Assume that there are N users of the type described in Section II trying to transmit their packets through a single link with a single server and a finite queue. The server is able to transmit one packet per slot, and the queue has capacity to hold B more packets. If the number of arrivals in a particular slot plus the number of packets carried over from the previous slot is B+1+j, then j of the arriving packets are dropped.
The service provided is first-in first-out.
The following packet marking mechanism is used to notify users when they cause congestion. A busy period of the queue is an interval from the time of arrival of a packet arriving when the queue is empty until the time of departure of the first packet that leaves the queue empty again. Marks are placed on all packets that depart between the occurrence of the first loss in a busy period and the end of the same busy period. This marking mechanism was proposed by Gibbens and Kelly [4] . Other marking mechanisms are presented in [1] , [7] , [8] , [10] , and [13] .
Consider the following nominal case, called Scenario Q. The link has a queue with capacity 10 packets (B = 10). There are 40 users with expenditure rates given by w 2i = w 2i+1 = (i + 1) 3 0:001 for i = 0; . . . ; 19 for a total expenditure rate of 0.42 marks/slot. Simulation of Scenario Q shows that the aggregate throughput is 0.92 packets/slot, the average loss is 3.9%, and the average delay is 5.99 slots/packet.
A. Delay/Loss Sensitive Users and a Buffered Link
Now suppose that half of the users (the even numbered users) in Scenario Q are delay or loss sensitive. For example, they may require a smaller average delay than the 5.99 slots experienced in Scenario Q, or they may require a loss smaller than the 3.9% loss in Scenario Q, such as a 1% loss. These users are called delay/loss sensitive users. The odd numbered users are called throughput sensitive users. Purely loss sensitive or purely delay sensitive users are not considered here, since delay and loss turn out to be highly correlated for the control mechanisms examined. A question that comes to mind is:
Is the network able to provide lower delay and 1% loss to the delay/loss sensitive users if only one packet class is used? Under the conditions specified so far, the only way the delay/loss sensitive users can try to obtain a different performance from the resource is by changing their expenditure rate. Fig. 1 shows the performance of Scenario Q for various values of the aggregate expenditure rate of the delay/loss sensitive users.
The third plot in Fig. 1 shows that as the aggregate expenditure rate of the delay/loss sensitive users ranges from 0.0021 to 1.2 marks/slot, their average delay never drops below 4.5. Furthermore, to get the delay near the minimum level, the delay/loss sensitive users must substantially decrease their throughput. The problem, of course, is that as the delay/loss sensitive users back off, the other users step up their transmission rates to maintain a near level queue size. If the delay/loss sensitive users decide to use very large expenditure rates, they gain throughput but their increased pressure on the link causes both increased delay and loss. Similarly, the delay/loss sensitive users cannot achieve their target 1% loss rate. Therefore, if only one packet class is used in the system, it is not possible to satisfy the delay/loss sensitive QoS profile.
Of course, a possible solution to this dilemma would be for the network operator to provide more resources. Fig. 2 shows that increasing the buffer size is not helpful, and in fact is counterproductive in reducing loss and delay. However, Fig. 3 shows that increasing capacity does indeed help in reducing loss and delay.
In some situations, increased capacity may be available only on a long time scale, on the order of hours, days, weeks, or even months. Hence, we investigate alternatives that do not involve adding link capacity.
As a solution we include a class label in the packets in order to differentiate between two packet classes. This yields Scenario DQ, which is similar to Scenario Q, except the delay/loss sensitive users label all their packets as class 1 packets and the throughput sensitive users label all their packets as class 2. Class differentiation is achieved by charging higher prices for marks on class 1 packets and offering different service levels. Different prices can be easily incorporated into the user model by using the following modification of (3):
where p i is the price per mark for the packet class of user i. Service differentiation is implemented using two different mechanisms: 1) buffer reservation and 2) packet scheduling.
In buffer reservation, the link reserves b 1 positions of the queue for class 1 packets and b2 = B 0 b1 positions for class 2 packets. Any Two different scheduling mechanisms will be tested for performance in Scenario DQ. 1) Strict priority: Service a class 2 packet only if there are no class 1 packets in the queue. 2) WFQ: Use weighted fair queueing to service the two packet classes.
Assume that the weight for class 1 packets is W and for class 2 packets is 1.
Performance results for Scenario DQ are shown in Fig. 4 as p1 is varied while keeping p 2 = 1.
The last three plots of Fig. 4 determine the fair region, which is the interval of p1 for which the QoS of the throughput sensitive users is no worse than in Scenario Q, as follows. First, the aggregate throughput for the throughput sensitive users must be at least as large as before (in Scenario Q). In Scenario DQ with the WFQ weight W = 1 for class 1 packets and capacity reservation (3 : 7), this is achieved by any p 1 > 1. For WFQ W = 2(5 : 5), this is achieved by p 1 > 1:5, and for strict priority (3 : 7), for p1 > 1:8. Since the three policies for buffer reservation and scheduling just mentioned were given in order of increasing service differentiation, it stands to reason that increasingly higher prices for the class 1 packet marks are needed to allow the throughput sensitive users to have the same throughput as if there was no class differentiation. However, the three policies offer similar performance in case of high prices per mark, because the total load imposed by the delay/loss sensitive users is greatly reduced.
Second, the loss experienced by the throughput sensitive users must
be at most what they experienced in Scenario Q. By using WFQ W = 1 (3 : 7) this is accomplished by p1 > 1, while for WFQ W = 2 (5 : 5) and strict priority (3 : 7)p 1 > 3 is needed, as shown in the second from last plot of Fig. 4 . Again, higher prices are needed for the schemes with more aggressive service differentiation. Third, the delay experienced by the throughput sensitive users must be at most what they experienced in Scenario Q. In this case, all three sets of control mechanisms require p1 > 4, as shown in the last plot of Fig. 4 . Here again, more aggressive service differentiation leads to higher delay for the throughput sensitive users.
Thus, the fair region is the interval [4; 1), and determination of the fair region is dominated by consideration of delay. The portions of the first three plots of Fig. 4 that lie in the fair region show which QoS vectors, i.e., (aggregate throughput, loss, delay), are available to the delay/loss sensitive users, without them negatively impacting the other users.
In summary, the simulations show that under any of the control mechanisms, a price per mark for class 1 packets in the region [4; 1) provides at least the same quality of throughput, delay and loss to the throughput sensitive users as in the original scenario, Scenario Q. Within this fair region of pricing, the delay/loss sensitive users can experience loss rates well under 0.1%, and delay under 2 slots/packet, at the expense of a 50% reduction in their throughput as compared to Scenario Q.
This section has shown that the combination of control mechanisms and multiple packet classes can achieve the goal of providing multidimensional QoS (lower delay or loss for some users at the expense of throughput for those users), while a single-class system cannot.
IV. BUFFERED LINK WITH UNRESPONSIVE USER
The scenarios considered in previous sections include only users with constant expenditure rates, so that the resulting traffic pattern is not very bursty. In real networks, bursty traffic patterns can be expected for numerous reasons: short file transfers common to web browsing, variable rate real-time data streams, and time-varying capacity of wireless links. For simplicity, in this section, burstiness is injected by introducing an unresponsive on-off user.
Consider next Scenario QU, which is similar to Scenario Q, except for the inclusion of an unresponsive user. The unresponsive user alternates between being active for T active slots and inactive for T inactive slots. When active, the unresponsive user sends one packet per slot, and when inactive it sends no packets. This behavior is independent of the number of marks the user receives. There is only one class of packets in Scenario QU. Thus, the delay and loss seen by the delay/loss sensitive users (the even numbered users) is the same as seen by the throughput sensitive users, and the aggregate throughput seen by the delay/loss sensitive users is half of the throughput (not counting the throughput of the unresponsive user). As the system becomes more bursty, the gain parameter in the user (3) plays a greater role, so we look at the system behavior as ranges from 0.001 to 0.1. The QoS experienced by the delay/loss sensitive users is presented in Fig. 5 for (T active ; T inactive ) = (40; 160).
Losses are high in Scenario QU mostly because the queue fills up during the active periods of the unresponsive user. Three potential methods for providing lower loss and delay are considered next: increasing the buffer size, increasing the link capacity, and using multiple packet classes.
In contrast to Scenario Q, we expect losses to decrease in Scenario QU as the buffer size is increased (up to some point) since a larger buffer can hold more packets while the unresponsive user is active. However, just as in Scenario Q, we expect delay to increase due to more packets being queued. This is in fact the resulting behavior, as shown in Fig. 6 . Throughput is not improved by increasing the buffer size since once marking begins the server keeps marking packets until the buffer empties out. Fig. 7 shows that increasing capacity does indeed help in providing lower loss and delay. However, in order to provide very low losses (say less than 1%) increasing capacity by a factor of four is needed to counteract the burstiness of the unresponsive user.
A. Unresponsive User Sending Class 1 Packets
We now look at the effect of using two packet classes in an attempt to improve the QoS for the delay/loss sensitive users in Scenario QU. This subsection explores Scenario DQU1, for which the unresponsive user sends class 1 packets. Figure 8 shows the behavior in this Scenario DQU1 with four values of p 1 using strict priority service with buffer reservation (3 : 7) , and compares it with the case where there is no packet class differentiation (Scenario QU).
The upper three plots in Fig. 8 show that multiple packet classes provide reductions in both loss and delay for the delay/loss sensitive users at a cost of reduced throughput, although losses are not reduced as much as this type of user might desire. The problem is that the unresponsive user also sends class 1 packets, and therefore, competes for the buffer space and capacity allocated to class 1 packets.
The bottom three plots of Fig. 8 show that a "fair region" cannot be achieved with these prices in this scenario since loss and delay for the throughput sensitive users are higher using packet classes than without using them. This is because the unresponsive user's packets have higher priority (class 1), and therefore, force the class 2 packets to stay queued for a long time when the unresponsive user is active, causing large delays and losses, no matter how large the price of class 1 packets. 
B. Unresponsive User Sending Class 2 Packets
Finally, consider Scenario DQU2, in which the unresponsive user sends class 2 packets. Fig. 9 shows the system behavior in Scenario DQU2 with four values of p 1 using strict priority service and buffer reservation (3 : 7).
The top three plots in Fig. 9 show that multiple packet classes provides substantial reductions in both loss and delay for the delay/loss sensitive users at a cost of reduced throughput. These improvements are due to the fact that the multiple packet classes protect the delay/loss sensitive users from the unresponsive user, since the unresponsive user does not use their reserved buffer space and does not interfere with their successful transmission by the server. Moreover, the bottom three plots of Fig. 9 show that a 'fair region' of p1 exists for small values of .
This section has shown that the combination of control mechanisms and multiple packet classes can significantly improve the multidimensional QoS (lower delay or loss for some users at the expense of throughput for those users), over the case of a single-class system. A caveat is that multiple packet classes can magnify the unfairness caused by an unresponsive user in the case such user sends class 1 packets, as in Scenario DQU1. The fact that the performance in Scenario DQU1 is better than in Scenrio DQU1 is consistent with an observation of Key et al. [11] , that multiple classes are particularly attractive if delay sensitive traffic is less bursty than the other traffic.
V. DELAY AND LOSS FOR LARGE CAPACITY LINKS
This section investigates the effect of increasing system size on delay and loss in a model with a buffer, similar to Scenario Q.
When queueing is present we can trade throughput against both delay and loss. We expect that the smaller the throughput, the smaller the delay and loss. This tradeoff is illustrated in Fig. 10 , which shows the performance for an M=M=1=B queue in continuous time with service rate , variable load and B = 10 .
Taking = 1 gives a reasonable approximation of Scenario Q. If a suitable marking mechanism is used, the total offered traffic, and hence the throughput, can be varied. Recall that for Scenario Q, the normalized throughput is 0.92, the average delay is 5.99 slots, and the loss probability is 0.039. These operating points for Scenario Q are indicated by the two stars in Fig. 10 . According to the first plot, if we wished to cut the mean delay in half, down to 3, then the throughput would have to be reduced to about 70% of capacity.
The curves for = 10 in Fig. 10 correspond to a ten fold increase in the buffer size and service rate, essentially having ten times the user population and resources as in Scenario Q. The curves for = 100
correspond to a one hundred fold increase. Observe that as the system gets larger for a fixed normalized throughput, much smaller delays and loss can be achieved, with only a small sacrifice in throughput. For example, if = 100, then the delay is less than 0.2 (corresponding to twenty queued packets) if the throughput is 95% of capacity or smaller, and the loss probability is less than 10 07 if the throughput is 98.8% of capacity or smaller. Thus, as the system gets larger, a smaller mean delay and a much smaller loss probability can be given to all users, while at the same time keeping the link nearly fully utilized. Clearly the delay and loss probabilities in Fig. 10 for large would not be as small if the user's were more bursty, but the benefits of statistical multiplexing for links serving a large number of users is still expected.
VI. CONCLUSION
This note considered a model for which loss, delay, and throughput were considered as separate components of QoS. It remains to be seen if quality of service is fundamentally multidimensional for large-scale networks and realistic traffic, or if instead, the dimensionality of the relevant QoS measures can be reduced to one in practice.
The original Scenario Q considered a link with fairly small capacity. Section V indicates that as the link buffer size and transmission capacity are scaled up, for the same type of elastic user model, the need for multiple packet classes disappears. That is because both the delay and loss probability decrease to levels small enough for all users, leaving throughput as the only remaining QoS parameter. Thus, the most likely place that multiple packet classes may be needed in future networks is near the edges, where link bandwidth is limited. Perhaps wireless links, with their limited capacity, will be a major reason to implement multiple packet classes. Some wireless links, and some data streams are time varying with large time scales. Such time variations, coupled with the limitations imposed by large round trip times in congestion control loops, may forever insure that queuing delay, along with bandwidth, has to be explicitly addressed, pointing to a need for multiple packet classes.
Our goal for fairness is the following: provide at least the same level of satisfaction to throughput sensitive users when there are two packet classes as when there was only one class. An interesting question is how we can accommodate a multidimensional QoS profile within the notions of network-wide fairness. Another question is how to implement congestion pricing for multiple class networks. Progress in this direction was recently reported in [5] and [11] .
In practice, the expectations and requirements of network users almost always involve delay and loss, whether or not explicitly stated in a service level specification or agreement. Perhaps increasing network resources in a timely fashion, relying on statistical multiplexing, and controlling admission to networks will someday make throughput the only relevant QoS measure. However, if some users are more tolerant to delay and loss than others, and if burstiness of aggregate traffic streams in some links cannot be avoided, the use of multiple packet classes can typically improve the margin of protection against unexpected or unavoidable stresses on the network. Similar conclusions are reached in [2] .
